Set up your clinic account at www.CareLinkEnvisionPro.com

Note: if you have used the iPro®2 CGM system, you can use the same clinic account.

Optional: Install the Envision Pro app on your mobile device from the app store for patients without mobile device.

If patient has mobile device, ask patient to install Envision Pro app from the app store. Patient will need their iTunes or Google Play password.

If patient has completed an Envision Pro evaluation previously, they will enter the login information used to create their account.

Note: if patient does not have mobile device, skip this step and move to step 3.

1. COMPLETE CLINIC SETUP FOR ENVISION™ PRO
2. HAVE PATIENT INSTALL ENVISION PRO APP
3. INSERT SENSOR AND CONNECT RECORDER TO PATIENT
4. SET UP AND PAIR RECORDER IN APP
5. END EVALUATION AND FIND REPORTS

1. Set up your clinic account at www.CareLinkEnvisionPro.com
   Note: if you have used the iPro®2 CGM system, you can use the same clinic account.

2. Print out your Clinic ID and QR Code from CareLink. Click Clinic Settings > Clinic Information. Save these for easy access later!
   Optional: Install the Envision Pro app on your mobile device from the app store for patients without mobile device.

3. INSERT SENSOR AND CONNECT RECORDER TO PATIENT
   - Put on gloves. Open sensor package.
   - Remove sensor from package.
   - Get a serter. Push the serter onto a sensor until you hear a click.
   - Place two fingers on the plastic pedestal base and pull the serter straight up.
   - Select site on abdomen and clean with alcohol.
   - Place serter against skin.
   - Press and release the two green buttons at the same time to insert the sensor.
   - Wrap gauze around needle to cover sensor and to minimize contact with blood.
   - Hold sensor down and remove needle. Note: If bleeding occurs, apply pressure until bleeding stops.
   - Remove paper liner while holding down the sensor.
   - Press adhesive pad on skin.
   - Untuck adhesive tab and straighten.
   - Use the Oval Tape in the sensor box and remove liner 1.
   - Apply tape, covering at least half of the sensor base.
   - Take off liner 2 from both sides.
   - Smooth down tape.
   - Get a recorder, and open the package.
   - Connect recorder.
   - Cover recorder with adhesive tab.
   - Add a second piece of Oval Tape in the opposite direction to the first tape. The wide part of the tape should cover the back end of the recorder.

4. COMPLETE CLINIC SETUP FOR ENVISION PRO
   - HAVE PATIENT INSTALL ENVISION PRO APP
   - INSERT SENSOR AND CONNECT RECORDER TO PATIENT
   - SET UP AND PAIR RECORDER IN APP
   - END EVALUATION AND FIND REPORTS

5. PRINT OUT YOUR CLINIC ID AND QR CODE FROM CARELINK. CLICK CLINIC SETTINGS > CLINIC INFORMATION. SAVE THESE FOR EASY ACCESS LATER!
**SET UP AND PAIR RECORDER IN APP**

**PATIENT WITH MOBILE DEVICE**
1. Open Envision Pro app on the patient’s mobile device.
2. Select I am a Patient to start a new patient evaluation.
3. Follow instructions in the app to start patient evaluation and pair recorder.
4. Once evaluation starts, ask patient to log events in their app.

**PATIENT WITHOUT MOBILE DEVICE**
1. Open Envision Pro app on your mobile device.
2. Select I am a Healthcare Professional to start a new patient evaluation.
3. Follow instructions in the app to start patient evaluation and pair recorder.
4. Once evaluation starts, give patient a log sheet to fill out.

**END EVALUATION AND FIND REPORTS**

**PATIENT WITH MOBILE DEVICE**

**After 7 days...**
1. Patient will receive a notification in their app to End Evaluation to upload data.
2. Go to www.CareLinkEnvisionPro.com to view your patient’s reports.

**PATIENT WITHOUT MOBILE DEVICE**

1. Ask patient to return recorder and log sheet(s) to the clinic.
2. Open Envision Pro app on your mobile device while recorder is nearby.
3. Click on patient’s name in Nearby Recorders to End Evaluation and upload data.
4. Go to www.CareLinkEnvisionPro.com to view your patient’s reports.